Council on Middle East Studies Colloquium
Yale Faculty Talk About Their Books and Research

Universal Religion: Persianate Genealogies of Modern Hinduism
**SUPRIYA GANDHI – RELIGIOUS STUDIES, YALE UNIVERSITY**
Co-sponsored by the South Asian Studies Council

The Writers’ Preschool: The Soviet Writers’ Union, the Persianate Cosmopolis, and the Making of the Uzbek Public
**CLAIRE ROOSIEN – SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES, YALE UNIVERSITY**

Visual (dis)Pleasure: ‘Zero Motivation’ and the Comedy of Mandatory Military Service for Women in Israel
**SHIRI GOREN – NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES & CIVILIZATIONS, YALE UNIVERSITY**

Red Nightingales: The Poetics of Eastern Internationalism
**SAM HODGKIN – COMPARATIVE LITERATURE, YALE UNIVERSITY**

Decolonial Science: Muslims in Interwar Germany and the Making of Modern Afghanistan
**MARJAN WARDAKI – PROGRAM IN IRANIAN STUDIES, YALE UNIVERSITY**

Tales of Tangier: The Case of Mohamed Choukri
**JONAS ELBOUSTY – NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES & CIVILIZATIONS, YALE UNIVERSITY**

*Unless otherwise noted, all lectures will be held at 203 Luce Hall, 34 Hillhouse Avenue*